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INTRODUCTION TO CONTINUOUS 
IMPROVEMENT IN HEALTHCARE -
Aim of the course: 
To assist participants in the understanding of the 
Deming philosophy of management, and the application 
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•The Paradigm Shift 
•Definition of Quality 
•14 Obligations of Management 
•System of Profound Knowledge 


















•Cause and Effect 
•Decision Making Tools 
•Brainstorming 
•Nominal Group Technique 
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PARADIGM SHIFT 
What is a Paradigm? 
• A model - a way of viewing things. " .. . A filter on reality."* 
Why are Paradigms important? 
• They govern the way we view the world and direct our 
subsequent efforts to affect it. 
What causes Paradigms to change? 
• The older models of explanation no longer have enough 
explanatory power. 
What happens when Paradigms change? 
• Turbulence, disagreement, dissension, gradual acceptance. 
What will happen to the new Paradigm? 
• It will be changed as it loses its usefulness. 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
• Thomas Kuhn in "THE STRUCTURE OF SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTIONS" 
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THOUGHTS ABOUT PARADIGMS 
" ... A shared set of assumptions." 
-Adam Smith 
"The real act of discovery consists not in finding new lands, but in 
seeing with new eyes." 
- Marcel Proust 
"The significant problems we have can not be solved at the same 
level of thinking with which we created them." 
- Albert Einstein 
"Philosophy begins when men are perplexed." 
-Aristotle 
"The Copernican Revolution was a revolution of ideas, a 
transformation of man's conception of the universe and of his 
own relation to it." 
QD~UM 
8/23/94 
- Thomas Kuhn 
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REACTIONS TO PARADIGM SHIFTS 
"Radio has no future." 
"Who in hell wants to hear actors talk?" 
"There is not the slightest indication that (nuclear) 
energy will ever be obtainable." 
- Lord Kelvin 
- Harry Warner 
- Albert Einstein 
"I think there is a world market for about five computers." 
- T.J. Watson 
(Chairman, IBM) 
"There is no reason for any individual to have a computer in their home." 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
- Ken Olsen 
(President, DEC) 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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PARADIGM SHIFT IN MANAGEMENT 
"Hardly a competent workman can be found who 
does not devote a considerable amount of time to 
studying how slowly he can work and still convince 
his employer that he is going at a good pace. Under 
our system a worker is told just what he is to do and 
how he is to do it. Any improvement he makes upon 
the orders given to him is fatal to his success." 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
,At I. a I ~J j ;',iir J.tt,tl \ 
c!-1, r((t ,( 
,. 
'fl(' l( [ ' (J l 
Frederick Taylor 
1911 
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PARADIGM SHIFT IN MANAGEMENT 
"We are going to win and the industrial West is going to lose out; 
there's not much you can do about it because the reasons for your 
failure are within yourselves. Your firms are built on the Taylor 
model. Even worse, so are your heads. With your bosses doing the 
thinking while the workers wield the screwdrivers, you're convinced 
deep down that this is the right way to run a business. For you the 
essence of management is getting the ideas out of the heads of the 
bosses and into the hands of labor. 
"We are beyond your mindset. Business, we know, is now so 
complex and difficult, the survival of firms so hazardous in an 
environment increasingly unpredictable, competitive and fraught 
with danger, that their continued existence depends on the day-to-
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Old Paradigm 
Organization Higher 
Viewed As Quality 
Collection Means 
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New Paradigm 
Organization Quality 
Viewed As Chain 
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PARADIGM SHIFT IN 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICE 
• OLD PARADIGM: 
The better the quality, the highter the cost. 
OR 
The lower the cost, the worse the quality. 
• NEW PARADIGM: 
Ever improving quality at ever(~ecreasing cost. 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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THE DEMING CHAIN REACTION: 
A STRATEGY FOR MANAGEMENT 
Improve quality ... 
Costs decrease (less rework, fewer mistakes, less time spent 
dealing with mistakes, better use of time, equipment and 
materials) ... 
Productivity improves ... 
Capture market with better quality/lower price ... 
Stay in business and grow ... 
Provide more benefit to society. 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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Adapted from a presentation by Aon Moen 
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Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
When you think about 
healthcare, how do you 
define quality? 
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TRADITIONAL HEALTHCARE QUALITY 
• Definitions: 
11 
••• that kind of care which is expected to maximize an inclusive measure 
of patient welfare, after one has taken account of the balance of 
expected gains and losses that attend the process of care in all its 
parts." - Donabedian, 1980 
"High quality medical care is traditionally thought to consist of a 
scientific or technical component and an interpersonal component that 
together enable the patient to attain the highest possible functional state 
and psychosocial result." - Sanazzaro, 1980 
• Limitations: 
Too narrow - concerned only with patient outcomes oriented 
primarily toward physician performance 
Too limited - oriented toward conformance with standards oriented 
primarily toward technical performance 
QJ)(lJM 
8/23/94 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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DEFINITION OF QUALITY 
"Quality is a never-ending cycle of continuous improvement." 
W. Edwards Deming 
QD~UM 
8/23/94 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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HEALTHCARE QUALITY REDEFINED 
• Definition: 
"Quality is a never-ending cycle of continuous improvement." 
- W. Edwards Deming 
~ A continuous effort by all members to improve all activities of the orga-
nization to meet and exceed the needs and expectations of their cus-
tomers. 
• Features: 
Improves quality and lowers cost simultaneously - - ~ 
Process oriented vs. output oriented 
~ 
Involves the whole organization --
Helps maintain constancy of ---Qp\.UM 
8/23/94 
ose 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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Quality = Continuous 
Improvement 
~w{;vtf,+~ ~~ 
,L~6 <eiJ ~~ 
~ ~-~~ 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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Bad Apples or Apple Pie 
• Compliance to standards 
• Peer Review 
• Process Improvement 
• Holistic Approach 
• Focuses on person not process 
• Inspection 
• PDSA Cycle 
• Statistical Process Control 
• Segmented individualistic practice modality 
• Appropriateness - Common cause variation 
• Punitive 
• Mean and above or below - Special cause variation 
• Minimal standards 
• Externally mandated 
• Subjective 
• Organization wide 
• Objective 
Culture Culture 
• Autocratic/ Benevolent Autocratic leadership style 
• Barriers 
• Participative/ Consultative leadership style 
• Education 
• Hierarchical (top down) 
• Bottom line 
• Training 
• Process oriented 
• Left brain • A move away from people causing "problems" 
• Crisis oriented 
• Mechanistic - short term 
• Long range organic strategies 
• Quality driven 
• Empowerment 
• Whole Brain 
© Parkview Episcopal Medical Center and Q uorum Health Resources, Inc. 
DEMING CYCLE* 
Adopt the change 
or abandon it or 
run through cycle 
again {possibly under 
different conditions) 




Study the results. 
What did we learn? 
What can we predict? 
Carry it out 
(Preferably on a 
small scale) 
Qp~UM 
''Known in Japan and elsewhere as the Deming Cycle, it is called the Shewhart Cycle by Deming. 
8/23/94 
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DEMING'S 14 OBLIGATIONS 
OF MANAGEMENT 
1. Create constancy of purpose. r \l \·s 1c v0 
2. Adopt the new philosophy. 
3. Cease dependence on mass inspection. 
4. Minimize total cost when dealing with suppliers. 
5. Improve continuously products, services & processes. 
6. Institute training on the job. - /Vl.fav.r,~ ·~ !2P)::+ ty 
- CI( l-Ullf''V 
7. Adopt and institute leadership. _ M~,.e_ ~e~ -55 ~1 
~u.tl itrov\ (_ 
f ~c.>-Llt)~r,~~ 




't.t~ "{.{ Cl I 
j2t-r k vi-t.St I , - I~ • ~JH~ Copyright Quorum Health Resources. Inc. and Meyercord & Dowd 
~ft F'J ~ ,... &i-.,,,.p,:-(1 ,;,.._ 
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DEMING'S 14 OBLIGATIONS 
OF MANAGEMENT 
8. Drive out fear. 
9. Break down barriers between departments. ------- . 
~ . ,,j• t ,I_ fv l I 
1 O. Eliminate management by slogan and exhortatior. 1 ~ ~~;,0 : 
E, l Jiw->vt,.f..c..-- Jl}¼.,~ c_~"'~t-+-th>v (Y1' 5 .vvv1 
11. Eliminate numerical quotas and goals. X-t- y l( X y :: 'Zl c,J-~ 
12. Eliminate barriers to joy in work. 
13. Institute a program of education and self-improvement for 
everyone. 
14. Put everyone to work on the transformation of the 
- organization. 
Qp~ 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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SYSTEM OF PROFOUND KNOWLEDGE 
The System of Profound Knowledge is described in four parts and a 
summary, all interrelated. The four parts are: 
A. Understanding a system and a theory of optimization; 
B. Some knowledge of statistical theory; 
C. Some theory of knowledge; and 
D. Some knowledge of psychology. 
As with any system, the various components of the system of 
Profound Knowledge cannot be separated: 
They are strongly interrelated. 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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UNDERSTANDING A SYSTEM AND THEORY 
OF OPTIMIZATION 
•Importance of aim 




•Cause & effect 
•
11 Solutions 11 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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SOME KNOWLEDGE OF STATISTICAL 
THEORY (AND VARIATION). 
•Variation exists, and is ubiquitous I\("\ '1 10 r, 1 11 . ( V\ 11 
1 
•Why important to understand 
•Capability & prediction 
•Special and common causes 
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SOME THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE 
•All knowledge equals prediction 
•Management is essentially prediction 
•How we know what we know 
•Empirical observation and theory 
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SOME THEORY OF PSYCHOLOGY 
•People are different. 
•Studying variation helps us understand those differences. 
•Individuals interact with the systems in which they work to 
produce results. 
•Motivation comes from two sources: extrinsic and intrinsic. 
•People are born with an innate desire to learn; self-esteem. 
•Man•s essential 11 duality 11 • 
•Management's role in psychology of people. 
QJJ~UM 
8/23/94 
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Test of procedures and methods 
Qp,UM 
8/23/94 
Adapted from Our OF THE CRISIS by W.E. Deming 
h,, I 0 
rJr-r-- -, ! 
~ 
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A HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATION AS A SYSTEM 
Qp~UM 
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~ Patients 
























---... ~ Medical Community 
Adapted from QUALITY AS A BUSINESS STRATEGY by Thomas W. Nolan 
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WHAT IS A PROCESS? 
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EXTENDED PROCESS 
0 
Inputs Outputs Inputs Outputs Inputs Outputs 
(J./tf 
People -..._ EIS People ........._ ~ People ........._ ~ 
From Materials~ Process 1o ~ From Materials~ Process - lo ~ From Materials~ Process - 1o ~ 
Suppliers Eqwpment ~ Customers Suppliers Eqwpment, ~ Customers Suppliers Eqwpment, ~ Customers 
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Qp~ 
~c::JE ~c:JE ~c:JE 
_I 
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THE ORGANIZATION IS MADE UP 
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® 
FOCUS-POCA ROADMAP 
F - ~net a process to improve. 
0 - Organi~ an effort to work on improvement. 
C - Clarify current knowledge of the process. 
U - Understand process variation and capability. 




® . f A registered trademark o 
C Hospital Corporation of America 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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FIND A PROCESS TO IMPROVE 
1. Select the process of interest. 
2. Define preliminary process boundaries. 
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g;;~~nt--:: l;~i;iiiiiiji~fflffl~!iJimt::!~~ To MetfiOd / :,; :::. }!;,;,;,;,;,;,;,;,;,:,:,;,:::,:::::.'..• '-...... Customers 
EnvironmeT,~ ii11;ititii :;:;;;;;;;;,;;1;.;;:;::-,; :=·1;+ 
• Suppliers provide INPUT 
• Customers receive OUTPUT 
• Often they are the same 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM 
• Simplest form of process description 
• Aids in selection of processes 
• Identify the major process segments 
• Write them in the order they occur 
• If process appears too complex, choose a subset 
of the major segments, or another process 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM MAMMOGRAPHY SCREEN 




METHODOLOG) -. REGULATORY 
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1. List barriers to smooth process flow -
2. Assign to various process segments 
3. If barriers tend to locate in some small number of 
segments, consider narrowing boundaries to those 





A, H : B,C, E, F, K,: D 
: G,I,J L, M : 
I I ----- ----
~. { \ ' 
A. · ; ,rt ·1 E. · I. ___ _ 
B) 11:, I 1 4 i f. ____ J-----
1 C ,., , -· ,,,, G _____ K. ___ _ 
\ 
Qlp~UM 
D. \ q ~- >, H. ____ L. ___ _ 
8/23/94 
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PROCESS EXERCISE 
• Choose a "work" process that you manage. 
• Use a block diagram to depict the process. 
• Identify 3-5 barriers to the smooth flow of the 
process and assign them to process segments. 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT 
(TEAM CHARTER) 
An opportunity exists with the 
process beginning with __________ _ 
and ending with --------------





U"uttUA.. , l .( ,,,,\r r., , 
\. 
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ORGANIZE AN EFFORT 
TO WORK ON IMPROVEMENT 
. I 
1. Identify the team leader/process owner. O\~\.h)~·( 
I 
,,1 0 
• I:. µ ·, <' ()Ir, 
2. Assign coach/facilitator who will guide the team. \I 
3. Select team members from appropriate levels of the 
organization. 
4. Leader and facilitator begin work on team plan, 
preparation for first meeting. 
® 
NOTE: There are occasional circumstances when a team is unnecessary. In such a case, the FOCUS-POCA method works just as well when 
applied by an individual. However, in the vast majority of process improvement efforts, a team is necessary. 
QLD~UM 
8/23/94 
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PROCESS OWNERSHIP 
• Owner is that person who works closest to the 
process and either has or is given the authority to 
change the process within any constraints or 
guidelines of the organization. 
• The team leader should be the process owner, in 
most cases. 
• When it is not clear who the owner is, or when a 
number of people are candidates (such as in a cross-
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• Primary factor to consider is knowledge of the 
process. 
• A possible secondary consideration may be 
interest or enthusiasm. 
• Like all else, the membership may change over 
time (PDCA). 
• If the process cuts across the organizational 
hierarchy, the different levels should be 
represented, if practical. 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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TYPICAL FLOW CHART D 




Decision to form a team 








( .c tile 
.J: ( :r { , r ,., ✓_) 
L -< 
/\L 






T/L, FAC contnct &: prepare for first 
team meeting 
T/l &: FAC create rough 
block diagram & decide on 
appropriate process 
boundaries 
Select desired T/Ms 
Yes 
Arrange fint team 
meeting 






T/L = Team Leader 
FAC = Facilitator 
T/M = Team Member 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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CLARIFY CURRENT KNOWLEDGE 
OF THE PROCESS 
1. Flow chart the process. 
2. Make simple improvements to define the current best 
process. 
3. Adopt the best currently known process as the 
standard and train. 
4. Identify suppliers and customers. 
5. List the Key Quality Characteristics (KQC's) for most 
important customer(s). 
6. Operationally define the KQC's. 
7. Set up consistent measurement process for KQC's. 
Qp~ 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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FLOWCHART 
• Describes a process 
• Allows for common understanding 
• Contributes to consistency of process application 
(helps reduce variation) 
• Reveals complexity and redundancy 
• Is a platform to begin team discussions 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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CORNBREAD DRESSING 
1/4 cup water 
1 1/2 cups chopped celery 
1 cup chopped onion (about 1 medium) 
3 cups cornbread crumbs 
4 slices of toasted whole-grain bread cut into cubes 
1 teaspoon rubbed sage 
1/4 cup chopped fresh parsley 
1 teaspoon poultry seasoning 
1 1/2 cups of chicken stock 
2 large egg whites, lightly beaten 
Vegetable oil spray 
1 tablespoon margarine 
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. In a saucepan, boil the water. Add celery and onion and 
cook for 2 to 3 minutes (or until soft). In a medium bowl, toss cornbread crumbs, bread 
cubes, sage, parsley, and poultry seasoning to mix well. Add chicken stock and egg whites 
and mix again. Pour celery, onions, and cooking liquid into bowl and mix well. Spray a 
2-quart casserole with vegetable oil spray. Pour mixture into prepared casserole and dot 
with margarine. Bake, uncovered, 30 minutes. Serve immediately. 
Qp,UM 
8/23/94 
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Mammography Screening 
Physician Office Process 
(Hypothetical Information) 
Patient visit to physician 




History upda ted 




Patient called to room 
No 
Patient examined 
Patient wai ts 
Patient waits 
. Mammography not suggested 




Patient asked if mammography ever done 
J Handout page 1 
Mammography Screening 









Patient educated about mammography 
Insurance verified for approval 
as a benefit 
Hospital or screening center called 




Results sent to physicians office 






Patient wai ts 
Physician office 
- notified 





Begin Focus Study- Establish 
baseline rate 
Claims analysis screening rate 





Sampling size determined 
Oversample was added to 






65 or greater 
comm/ medicare 
Secondary Literature Search performed 
Determine time period 
65 or greater 
medicare only 
Page 52 A 
PCP sends copies 
of records 
Yes 
Understand regulatory indicator 
requirements 
Database program written and 
distributed to the regions for data 
entry of chart review 
PCP's contracted via letter from 
regions about study 
SAS program run to randomly 
generate a list of patients 
Region determines method for 
sampling physician office records 












Page 52 B 
( 
Information collected from 






report in record 
or 
Result documented 
in Hx or progress 
note 
Sample checked for 
reliability 
X2 test compared claims screening rate of 
S2.170 against medical record review 




Information used to determine 
screening rate 
Information brought to 
committee 
Page 52 C 
Yes 
Communication and 
coordination of care 
occurs routinely for 








up from PCP 
>----No----
Yes 
Physician counseled patient and 
referred for rnarnmo 
Data collection complete 
Data compiled and 
presented to committee 
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STEPS IN CONSTRUCTING A FLOW CHART 
1. Define level of detail 
2. Write a simple narrative description of the process 
steps (or use top down flowchart) 
3. Identify appropriate symbol or function 
4. Write the description of the activity inside symbol 
5. Get agreement that the step is depicted accurately 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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GENERAL GUIDELINES 
• Check continuously for agreement on steps 
• Be consistent in level of detail 
( • Be consistent in use of symbols 
• Involve key people 
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METHODS OF FLOWCHARTING 
Method: 
Hand drawn 





Can be messy 
Allows flexibility 
Doesn•t foster involvement 
( 
, 4 
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SIMPLE IMPROVEMENTS: 
GUIDELINES FOR CHOOSING 
• Overall aim : 
- Streamline, simplify 
• Types: 
- Redundant steps or paperwork 
- Better sequence of steps 
- Needless complexity 
- Contradictory Methods 
• · Criteria 
- Consensus 
- Doesn•t cause problems for other processes 
upstream or downstream 
QJ)~UM 
8/23/94 
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IDENTIFYING CUSTOMERS AND SUPPLIERS 
• Suppliers provide INPUT 
• Customers receive OUTPUT 
• Often they are the same 
• Every process has multiple suppliers and 
customers 
Qp~ 
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KEY QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS (KQCs) 
• Key measures of output quality 
• Quality as defined/judged by the customer 
• Aspects of the process output that the customer 
cares most about 
• KQCs are for a particular customer/supplier 
• Sometimes they appear to conflict 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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Timeliness of response 
Courtesy 
Accurate Information 
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EXERCISE 
What are operations one goes through to measure a 
person's blood pressure? 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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OPERATIONAL DEFINITION 
A description of what is being measured, and the 
steps being taken to measure it (including the 
equipment). 
Three necessary elements: 
1. A specific test or measurement procedure ---~1 
2. A criterion (or criteria) for a decision relative to 
#1 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF AN 
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION 
• Gives communicable meaning to a concept 
• Clear and unambiguous 
• Usually numerical -
P1 • ... J.. • -
• Specifies measurement method and equipment 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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EXERCISE 
Develop a definition of daily census that describes the 
operations used to produce the number. 
r\l j, 
W 0M,.1t( t 
(Y) 
q 
('2, t\ f'r 
s \.)_ r~, I 





H-<} cJ ~ J ~ '( 
,,. .. r-, rt~/ - <7 _ . I 
1. ( ( 
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OPERATIONAL DEFINITION 
"An operational definition is one that is agreed upon for a 
given purpose. 11 
Percy Bridgeman 
"An operational definition is one that reasonable (persons) 
can agree on." 
Walter A. Shewhart 
"Any physical measurement is the result of a given 
procedure. It is to be expected that two procedures for 
measurement or for count will give different results." 
W. Edwards Deming 
11 An operational definition is one that people can do business 
with. 11 
Qp~ W. Edwards Deming 
-d ~ ~-
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DATA COLLECTION: 
EXERCISE 
Our experience in working with teams shows that when 
they come to the data collection stage they frequently 
falter. 
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DATA COLLECTION 
Some general reasons for collecting data are: 
1. To monitor the variation in a process 
2. To see the effect of a process change 
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COMMON PROBLEMS WITH DATA 
• Different people use different methods a~ . 
definitions \ --- . ~L· . ·1 ~ ,vi• r 
• Measurement method not stable 
• Equipment is not properly calibrated 
• Human errors 
• Biases due to managerial or peer pressure 
• Not timely 
Qp,lM 
8/23/94 
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GENERAL FACTORS THAT AFFECT 
MEASUREMENT 
Measuring or testing is a process in itself, and as such, 
needs to be stable in terms of repeatability. Instability in 
measurement and test normally originates from one or 
more of the following: 
• The ,_person usingJ_he instruments, measuring or test 
equipment 
• The environment in which the instruments, 
-- -- ---
measuring or test equipment are used 
• The condition of t_he _material or pr~duct on which the 
measurement or test is being conducted 
Qp~ 
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WHAT GOES WRONG IN DATA COLLECTION 
• Incorrect procedures for selecting the sample units 
• Mlssing observations 
• Lost data 
• Forms completed incorrectly 
• Change to collection procedur_e.s, in mid-stream 
- ·- e:..--.- :i. -· , 
• Change to definitions used in mid-study 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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Why is the data being collected? 
How will the data be collected? 





How will the data be used once 
collected? 
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DATA COLLECTION PLAN 
1. Purpose of collecting data 
2. Generalizations to be made from data 
3. What data will be collected 
4. Measurement process to be used 
5. Sampling methodology to be used 
6. Form design 
7. Pilot test 
8. Assignment of responsibility 
9. Training 
10. Monitoring agai~nst the plan 
11. Storage, editing 
Qp~~ 
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BLOCK STACKING PROCESS 
We have, in our organization, a number of processes 
that are highly repetitive but relatively simple and of 
short duration. Some examples are reviewing a claim, 
approving a procedure, entering data, calling a PCP, etc. 
Since we don•t have any of these processes available, 
we are using a block stacking exercise to make several 
points about data collection. 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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FORM DESIGN 
• Easy to use (simple as possible) 
• Avoid extraneous information 
• Preserve time sequencing (if assessing 
stability) 
• Include a brief section for notes 
Qp~UM 
8 /23/94 
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MONITORING DATA COLLECTION 
Data collection is a process. Once it has been 
established for 11 real 11 data, the process should be 
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CHECKLIST FOR MONITORING DATA 
COLLECTION 
• Is the sample frequency as planned? 
• Is the sample size as planned? 
• Is the sampling technique as planned? 
• Does the data recorder understand the data 
collection forum? 
• Are all required fields of the data collection form 
being completed by the data recorder? 
• Has any bias been introduced by the data recorder? 
• Has any bias been introduced by the people 
performing the process being measured? 
Qp~ 
8/23/94 
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MONITORING OF DATA COLLECTION 
"There's many a slip twixt cup and lip." 
- unknown 
"The more you know about what's wrong with a figure 
the more use it is to you." 
- John Tukey 
Qp~ 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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UNDERSTAND PROCESS VARIATION 
AND CAPABILITY 
1. Plot the KQC's on run/control charts. 
2. Investigate special causes and seek to stabilize the 
process. 
3. Establish limits of common cause variation and 
predict process capability. 
Qp~ 
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VARIATION 
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COMMON CAUSES OF VARIATION 
• The common cause system is always present in the 
process. 
• Common causes tend to be numerous. 
• A process influenced only by common cause 
variation is "stable" or "in statistical control", i.e, 
predictable within limits. 
• Common causes are also known as: Random, 
Chance, or Unassignable causes of variation. 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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SPECIAL CAUSES OF VARIATION 
• Special causes are not present at all times. 
• A process influenced by special cause variation is 
"unstable" or "out of statistical control", i.e., not 
predictable within limits. 
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IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES 
IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES ARE DETERMINED BY 
SOURCES OF VARIATION. 
SPECIAL CAUSE: Investigate; find out what's different. 
Seek to stabilize the process. 
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IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES 
Inappropriate reaction to variation leads to many 
negative consequences 
• Wasted efforts 
• Attention diverted from real issues 
• Variation increases 
• Loss of confidence 
• Frustration 
Tampering: Treating (reacting to) common cause 
variation as if it were special. 
Qp~ 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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RUN CHARTS 
Running record of process behavior over time 
1. Can be used on any type of process and for virtually 
any type of data 
2. No calculations are required 
3. They show process behavior at a glance and are 
easily understood by all 
4. Can detect some special causes 
5. Sequence of outputs is always plotted on the 
horizontal axis 
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RUN CHART EXERCISE (Not actual Data) 
Volume figures for mammography screenings are gathered 
monthly. A run chart has been plotted using this data. What do the 
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SPECIAL CAUSE: 
TEST ONE 
Test 1 :Limits for the number of runs above and below the median in "N" 
observations (ignoring points on the median). The critical values listed 
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20 or Over 
too many points: 
7 
CV 
Seven points in a row, or six changes, steadily 
ascending or descending {trend). {Ignore points 
repeating the preceeding value.) 
Fourteen points in a row forming a "zig-zag" 
pattern {a value repeating the preceeding value 
breaks this pattern). 
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FLOW CHART FOR RUN CHART 







Tut 2: Count length of 
longest run 





1. Position of median in rank 
order of data= 
Number of Data Points + 1 
2 
2. N=total number of data points 
minus number of data points on 
the median 
3. Number of runs = number of 
times line crosses median + 1 
4. Test 1 Note: Points on median 
do not count 
5. Test 2 Note: Points on median 
do not count 
Copyright Quorum Health Resources, Inc. 
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FLOW CHART FOR RUN CHART 
SPECIAL CAUSE TESTS (CONTDl 
Qp~~ 
Tnt 3: Count nwnber 
of COIIMC\ltive poinb 
inaa1nedinction 
No 
Tnt 4: Count nwnber 
of COIIMC\ltive poinll 
llYt ch&nge dirtttion 
No 
No mdence of apccial 
cauae thua far. Go to 








6. Points on median count 




Do not count repetitive 
points of a tie for Test 3 
points on median count 
for Test 4 
A tie breaks the zig-zag 
pattern in Test 4. 
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RUN CHART CONSTRUCTION 
1. Set up a horizontal (x) axis (this is always 
sequence of outputs) 
2. Set up a vertical (y) axis (measure of interest) 
3. Scale they axis to cover the range of data plus 
room for future points/control limits 
- A useful formula might be: highest and lowest 
values+/- 1/3 of range of values 
4. Plot the data 
5. Find the median (center line) 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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FINDING THE MEDIAN 
For any set of the numbers, the median is the point which divides 
the set in half when it is in numerical order. First, re-order the data, 
then find the half way point. For example: 





4. 6 } 
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FINDING THE MEDIAN 
For any set of the numbers, the median is the point which divides 
the set in half when it is in numerical order. First, re-order the data, 
then find the half way point. For example: 
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PROCESS CAPABILITY 
Describes a process in terms of its inherent ability to 
turn out results that are predictable within limits, even 
though the results may or may not be what is desired. 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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TIMES MAMMOGRAPHIES 
PERFORMED {Not actual Data) 
The information below respresents the morning start times of 94 
mammographies. What does is tell us? What doesn't it tell us? 
7:25 7:30 7:35 7:25 7:20 7:30 7:30 7:45 7:40 
7:30 7:30 7:25 7:40 7:35 7:55 7:30 7:30 7:25 
7:20 8:00 7:50 7:30 7:30 7:30 7:25 7:35 7:25 
7:55 8:25 7:15 7:30 7:40 7:25 7:45 7:55 8:30 
7:35 7:30 · 7:20 7:30 7:30 8:30 7:20 7:25 7:40 
7:30 7:30 7:35 7:30 7:30 7:25 7:40 7:45 7:55 
7:30 8:25 7:50 7:40 7:30 7:50 7:30 7:25 7:30 \ 
7:35 7:45 7:30 7:25 7:35 7:40 7:40 7:30 7:30 
7:30 7:30 7:20 7:25 7:50 7:40 7:30 7:30 7:25 
7:20 7:40 7:50 8:25 7:45 7:30 7:25 7:20 7:35 
7:40 7:25 7:35 7:35 
QJ)~UM 
8/23/94 
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 




7:20: Jfll II 
7:25: Jt11 Jff I Jt11 
7:30: Jfll .Hll Jfil 1f11 .Hll -H'fl I 
~----=7=-::3;::;::5:--: - iff 1--ffl I 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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1 2 3 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
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CONTROL CHARTS 
• Control charts provide a picture of process 
variation (like run charts). 
• They are more sensitive than run charts because 
they have the added feature of control limits. 
• Control limits are an estimate of the common cause 
Variation. ' ' rP I /'Q ~ 
• Control limits are calculated from the process data. 
• There are many types of control charts; the type 
used depends on the process and the data 
collected. 
Qp~ 
\At l,{1..,c, U"h\' 
J ,) 
\ 
""'I. 1)1 ' ~ ' ' 
I 'f--. 
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X CHART STUDY 
{Not actual Data) 
In the MD Quality Management Committe, it was noted that patients coomplained 
about how long it took to hear from the PCP, the results of their mammography. Data 
was collected for 30 patients. Turnaround time was defined as whenthe 
mammogram was completed to when the patient was called with the results. The 
data is listed below. You have been chosen to present the data to the committee. 
Prepare the graph and some notes for presentation. 
Repair No. No. of Hours Repair ~o. No. of Hours 
C/ 
1 12.0 ~- 16 16.0 
2 6.0 / 0 17 20.0 ~ 
3 16.0 ,2J 18 12.0 
4 18.0 19 11.0 
5 20.0 z__, 20 15.0 
6 14.0 co 21 17.0 
I 
7 15.0 3 22 18.0 
8 12.0 'f 23 18.0 
9 8.0 24 20.0 I 
2 
10 6.0 I 25 19.0 s 
11 7.0 A' 26 14.0 
12 17.0 & 27 18.0 z-
13 11.0 28 16.0 ~ 
14 13.0 ~L, 29 14.0 
W)\.UM 15 12.0 1 30 15.0 
8/23/94 
'-..) 
/ - ~ 
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INDIVIDUALS (X) CHARTS 
Steps for construction are as follows: 
1. Ideally have 25 to 30 points. 
2. Plot the data in time sequence. 
3. Do runs tests using the median. 
Investigate special causes and take action to stabilize process. 
4. Compute the moving ranges and calculate m R 
5. Calculate x 
6. Set control limits using 
j. ')1 1- /r;J., .) 
UCL= x +r 3.14xm R ) <f) 
\. 
3 if 'J~ - (0. 5 h_ j_ J, / ') 
LCL= x -t3.14xm R 
7. Look for points outside the limits. 
Investigate special causes and take action to stabilize process. 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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STATISTICAL SYMBOLS 










a straight line over another symbol indicates the mean, 
or arithmetic average 
a curved line over another symbol indicates the 
median 
an individual data value 
the range of two or more values 
the moving range 
-therefore-
the mean of individual values 
the median of individual values 
the mean of the ranges 
the median of the ranges 
m R : the median of moving ranges 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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FLOWCHART FOR CONSTRUCTING 
AN X CHART 
Qp~ 
ulc:ulato ann11• of all 
dat.1 poinu 
ulc:ulato nna11e of the 
movingnngoo 
ulc:ulato 11pper and lowor 
control linu and plot on 
the 1'1111 chut 
Ye, 
Evidmtt of 1pedal auc; 
invnti11••• a. I.Ike 
appn,prute action 
Nomdm<eofopedal 




1. Average of all data points, = , equals 
sum of all data points divided by total 
number of data points. 
2. Moving range is the difference 
between each successive pair of data 
points, arranged in chronological 
order. 
3. Median of all moving ranges , is 
done in the same way the median of 
values was done for the run chart. 
Simply use moving ranges instead. 
4. Upper control limit= X + 3.14 x A 
5. Lower control limit = X - 3.14 x A 
6. Out of control is signaled when any 
data point lies above the upper limit 
or below the lower limit. 
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TYPES OF CHARTS 
TWO KINDS OF DATA 
VARIABLES - MEASUREMENTS, GO~Tl_l~~uous 
"-.e t 4 • .'\ t ,.11, r~ 0.C•. A 11_ 
ATTRIBUTES - COUNTS, DISCRETE 
I -~ S (\<'4--1'.~ t,,, ( I 
~ llt{ le -,r ('•./'•ti•:... •~,0•,.:.... ' ,,., I,., li't r••. I ~ 
\)1-U · {( · I .JJ ~- \ 
~ U-<''!11 
Use X chart for counts of a non-rare nature when the 
average count is > 3 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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X CHART EXERCISE (Not actual Data) 
The claims department processes mammography cliams weekly. To help establish a 
mammography screening level, the QA committee decdied to track the number of claims 
processed over time, and see if they can learn anything to help plan appropriately. They 
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X CHART EXERCISE (Not actual Data) 
Volume figures for mammography screens are gathered monthy. Plot a 
control chart using this data. What do the results imply with respect to 
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Dowe have a 




















Can we count both 
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SELECT A STRATEGY FOR CONTINUED 
IMPROVEMENT 
1. Identify the Key Process Variables (KPV's). 
2. Develop cause and effect relationships (KPV to 
K QC). r , :;;h bo-.-..e.- ~l -~ 
3. Reduce. common cause variation. 
4. Improve on a continuous basis. 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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KEY PROCESS VARIABLES 
• Process variables are upstream aspects of the 
process that have a cause and effect relationship 
with the KQC. 
• Key Process Variables (KPVs) are those process 
variables with the most significant effects. 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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CAUSE AND EFFECT DIAGRAMS 
• Used to help isolate specific causes or process 
variables 
• "EFFECT" is the problem, issue, or event being 
studied 
• The branches lead to categories of causes that can 
be broken down further 
• "Brainstorming" or "Nominal Group Technique" can 
be used to fill out the skeleton 
• Directed discussion may also be used to 
systematically fill out the diagram by category 
• "Post-it" notes can also be used to add ideas 
Qp~UM 
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Introduction to Continuous Improvement in Healthcare 
CAUSE AND EFFECT DIAGRAM 
Mammography turnaround time for results 






"---~r------...... -----,.----~----' FROM PCP 
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PROCESS EXERCISE 
• We are studying the mammography screening 
process. The KQC chosen is number of screening 
activities for women 50 years and older. 
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Introduction to Continuous Improvement in Healthcare 
SUMMARY 
• EVERY ACTIVITY HAS QUALITY ASSOCIATED 
WITH IT 
• QUALITY IS CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 
• FOCUS-POCA IS THE ROADMAP 
Qp~ 
8/23/94 
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Introduction to Continuous Improvement in Healthcare 
BRAINSTORMING 
A group decision-making technique designed to generate a large 
number of alternative ideas through interaction among team 
members. 
How to Conduct a Brainstorming Session: 
1. Clarify the brainstorming objective. 
2. Call out ideas in turn around the group. 
3. Record each idea on a flipchart. -
4. Build on and expand the ideas of others. 
5. Pass when an idea does not come quickly to mind. -~--
6. To generate as long a list as possible, resist stopping when 
ideas slow down. 
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Introduction to Continuous Improvement in Healthcare 
NOMINAL GROUP 
A group decision-making technique designed to generate a large number of 
ideas through contributions of members working individually. 
How to Conduct a Session Using Nominal Group Technique: 
1. Clarify the nominal group objective. 
2. Individually list as many ideas as possible. 
3. Call out ideas from the lists in turn around the group. 
4. Record each idea on a flipchart. 
5. Pass when all ideas on a list have been presented. 
6. After all ideas are listed, clarify each idea and eliminate exact 
duplicates. 
NOTE: To generate even more ideas you may move into brainstorming after all ideas from the 
~~ recorded. 
8/23/94 
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Introduction to Continuous Improvement in Healthcare 
WHAT IS ORGANIZATIONWIDE 
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT? 
I EU'~eltt~~d~ + J X I F'~=~= 
• System/Process View • Mission 
• Customer Focus • Vision 
• Statistical Thinking • Values/Principles 
• Scientific Method 
Focus - PDCA
11 






• Business Strategy 
• Way of Thinking/Doing 
Definition of Quality 
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Introduction to Continuous Improvement in Healthcare 
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT MODELS 
• Motivational: People are the problem. 
If everyone just paid attention and worked harder. 
If we just 11did it right the first time 11 • 
If we meet requirements. 
.... then all will be well. 
• Execution: Need a quality plan 
Matter of planning and organization 
Need a vigilant quality department 
Remove and prevent defects to achieve quality 
• Deming: Every activity has quality associated with it 
Quality is Continuous Improvement 
A Theory of Management 
Qp~UM 
8/23/94 
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,,-------------------- Introduction to Continuous Improvement in Healthcare 
DIFFERENCES AMONG QUALITY MODELS 
• Definition of Quality 
Meeting Requirments vs. Continuous Improvement 
• Theoretical Basis 
Experientially Based vs. Theoretically Based 
• Degree of Change Contem-plated 
Better Execution vs. Fundamental Change 
Qp~ 
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